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The Next Generation of Message Management Technology

PageRouter Pro is delivered with WebPager to
send messages from UNLIMITED computers
using a browser. There is no need to install
special “client software”, pay for “seats” or for the
number of network computers.

MESSAGE MANAGEMENT
With the basic PageRouter Pro, users log
into the built-in WebPager Message
Management application to:








Send messages to individuals, Groups
and Departments.
Create and change unlimited Groups
with drag-and-drop action on a web
page map. React quickly to
emergencies.
Schedule messages to be sent at a
future date and time.
Program unlimited canned text
messages for individuals or
Departments for fast message entry.
View logs of “sent” and “received”
messages.
Forward received messages.

MANAGING DEPARTMENTS AND GROUPS
Use simple drag-and-drop action to organize staff by Departments and create
unlimited Groups. A Group can have an unlimited number of people from the
same or other Departments. The same programming screen is available on any
network computer using WebPager with the PageRouter Remote
Programming option.
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FAILSAFE CONNETION TO PAGING COMPANIES

FailSafe Automatic
switchover

PageRouter

WCTP

PageRouter Pro can connect to paging companies using the
Internet, a direct telephone line or a dialup modem.

SNPP
DIALUP
TAP

PageRouter Pro with FailSafe provides dependable message
delivery to your paging provider by automatically switching
between the internet connections (WCTP and SNPP servers)
and the Dialup (TAP) connection in case of unexpected server
disconnections. Trust your Internet connectivity to provide
reliable and faster commercial paging service.

COMBINE ONSITE PAGING WITH COMMERCIAL PAGING

Paging
Company

Local Area Networks
Page from unlimited computers

PageRouter Pro allows you to combine the options of Onsite paging with Commercial paging at any time. For example,
you can have a number of onsite pagers for staff who work only at your location and commercial pagers for staff who
travel around the city or the country. Programming is easily done on each user profile. The log shows the message
destination with the date and time of transmission and the text of the message. Messages to onsite pagers will be
delivered in seconds!

MULTIPLE SOURCES OF MESSAGES
PageRouter Pro can send messages from
multiple sources such as Alarm systems,
Medical and Industrial equipment
(PLC/SCADA), when machine or equipment
relay contacts close or open, wireless buttons,
Nurse Call and Bed Management Systems and
Switchboard Dispatch applications.

MESSAGE LOGS
PageRouter provides detailed logs of messages
and overall, a very user-friendly operation.

FREE ASSISTANCE
Call 1-800-387-4237 for assistance to determine what the best way is to connect to your paging company. We can discuss
how you can save money by combining onsite paging with commercial paging.
CONTACT CANAMEX COMMUNICATIONS
FOR A LIVE DEMO
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